S2F really understand the strategic
sales and marketing side of our
business and have helped to
develop processes that actually
work.

Michael Staunton

Business Development Manager

Case Study
Zeta Automotive
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The Brief

Zeta are manufacturers and designs of industry
leading electronic vehicle control products. Their
aim is to reduce fuel consumption, CO2 emissions
and accident’s.
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We have had a fantastic relationship with
Zeta since 2016. Our brief was to support
the sales team with taking the new
EconoSpeed to market and achieve trials
of this new product. A strong coordinated
brand across all media was imperative to
gaining market recognition.

Our Comments
“We have really enjoyed working with the new
EconoSpeed product. Designing a new brand from
scratch is both enjoyable and challenging.
We wanted the brand perception to be both dynamic
and highend to portray the high level of technology that went to producing this product.
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Our full service offer to Zeta included web design, social media management,
printed marketing material, and many online activities.
We can’t wait to see how EconoSpeed becomes a household name within the
target markets.”

Warren Albutt
Creative Director

The Solution
Using coordinated marketing we have targeted specific
industries with tailored messages and provided a true start 2
finish service. Our full service support covered areas such as:

1
2
Logo and Visual
Identity Guide

5
Email marketing

Strategic and sales
direction

4
Brochures &
presentations

7
Exhibition design

3
New online presence

6
Social media
management

When the S2F story began in 2005, our initial
business goal was to provide West Midlands
industrial based businesses with a single
point of contact for all their marketing. This
is still at the heart of what we do today.
We are not your average marketing agency. We believe in
a ‘hands on’ marketing management service, think more
of a Virtual Marketing Department working alongside you,
combining client experience and agency ideals. We have
experience of working with many government run funding
agencies, and a full understanding of the sales process, with
our directors having over 50 years of combined experience.

We believe strong
relationships create
strong brands.
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